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Meeting Date: August 16, 2017
Place: Monument Inn Restaurant
4406 Independence Parkway
La Porte, TX 77571
Time: Social Hour & Cocktails: 5:30 - 6:30 PM
Dinner & Presentation: 6:30 - 8:00 PM

Speaker: Dale Merriman, MerTech Incorporated
Topic: Analyzer Fugitive Emission Elimination

RSVP: Please email or call Court Sullivan by August 15th.
court.sullivan@us.yokogawa.com or (281) 325-1886
August 2017 Speaker: Dale Merriman, Analytical Technology - MerTech Incorporated

PRESENTATION: A discussion of measures to eliminate fugitive emissions from analyzer vents. Exploring the reasons, methods, and current technologies involved plus measures for improving and additional features.

BIO: The discussion will be led by Dale Merriman of MTI Analytical Technology. Dale has 45+ years in the analytical market and has provided innovations in pH measurement and for fugitive emission eliminators.

---

ATTENTION VOLUNTEERS!

What: 2017 Shrimp Boil Planning Meeting

When: Wednesday August 23rd
Cocktails: 5:30 - 6:30 PM
Dinner/Agenda: 6:30 - TBD

Where: Monument Inn Restaurant
4406 Independence Parkway
La Porte, TX 77571

Note: The 2017 Shrimp Boil is scheduled for September 8th at the Clear Lake Park White Top Pavilion
Please email Court Sullivan (court.sullivan@us.yokogawa.com) for more information!

---

ISAHAS 2016 Shrimp Boil Sponsors:
PROCESS & LAB ANALYZERS
Industry trusted analyzers for rapid & reliable analysis of 
H₂S, CO₂, Total Sulfur, VOC, Oil & More

Liquid Phase:
- Hydrocarbon VOC in Water
- Oil in Water
- H₂S in Liquids
  (crude, water, diesel, & more)

Gas Phase:
- H₂S
- CO₂
- Total Sulfur

Visit us at www.LiquidGasAnalyzers.com
Phone: (713) 462-6116 | Fax: (281) 351-8925 | sales@asikeco.com

Engineered HOT BOX Solution
Protective Cabinets for High Maintain Temperatures

- Made with Glass fiber Reinforced Polyester (GRP) with PU foam or mineral wool core
- Sandwich construction with extremely high insulation properties
- Avoids thermal bridges between the inner and outer skin of the cabinet, thus ensuring the heat remains in the cabinet and the outer surface remains cool even at internal temperatures in the cabinet of 284°F (140°C)
- Protection degree IP65 (IEC EN 60529)
- Precision CNC construction
- Maintain temperatures up to +284°F (+140°C)
- Smart heating system with digital, solid state PID control ensures precise temperature control
INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS FOR CONTINUOUS GAS ANALYSIS

THIS IS SICK
Sensor Intelligence.

Automation and continuous monitoring of industrial processes are essential to achieve the best profitability and safety for chemical and petrochemical production plants. SICK offers a broad product portfolio for gas analysis, flow metering and particulate measurement. The devices use cutting-edge technology and cover extractive as well as in-situ techniques. They are designed to cope with aggressive environments and hazardous process conditions. We support our customers with intelligent, tailor-made solutions, which include sample conditioning systems and system integration. With a strong, expanding presence across the country, SICK is able to provide full after-sales support covering spare parts, repairs, field service and customer training. We think that’s intelligent. www.sickusa.com.
Analytical Products and Solutions

Complete Process Analytical Solutions
Your Process Analyzer Expertise That Doesn’t Retire

We provide leading edge products, from Process Gas Chromatography, Continuous Gas Analyzers to Laser Spectroscopy. We utilize front-end turnkey engineering to provide the best analytical solution. Engineering turnkey system solutions ensures single responsibility, dependability and risk mitigation for you. Our best-in-class life cycle support ensures the highest online analytical measurement utilization.

For more information, please contact:
ProcessAnalyticsSales.industry@siemens.com

usa.siemens.com/analyticalproducts
NOW YOU HAVE A CHOICE

- Made in the USA
- Same or better performance
- Increased reliability – better cycle life
- Little or no cost of change – in fact, you’ll reduce costs
- ‘Drop in Fit’ dimensions match popular industry designs
- Industry’s only blowout proof stem

www.mySSPusa.com  |  832.857.8837  |  Mike.Leidy@mySSPusa.com

1st

to bring TDLs to Hydrocarbon Processing.

Over 10

years of proven experience.

7,500+

TDL analyzers installed.

Thousands

of successful partnerships.

... but who’s counting?

Experience counts.
SpectraSensors™
An Endress+Hauser Company

www.spectrasensors.com
800-619-2861
Marketing@spectrasensors.com
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

ISA Houston Analysis Subsection Schedule

2017 August 16 Meeting at Monument Inn Restaurant
2017 October 18 Meeting at Monument Inn Restaurant
2017 December 20 Meeting at Monument Inn Restaurant (Annual Christmas Dinner)

Important Dates!

2017 August 23 Shrimp Boil Planning Meeting at Monument Inn Restaurant
2017 September 8 Annual Shrimp Boil at Clear Lake Park White Top Pavilion
RAWSON IS YOUR SOURCE FOR ABB PROCESS ANALYTICS

- Gas Chromatographs
- Continuous Gas Analyzers
- Multi-wave Photometers
- Reid Vapor Pressure Analyzers
- Laser Process Analyzers
- Oxygen Stack Analyzers
- pH, ORP, Conductivity

www.rawsonlp.com | 800.688.8126

---

YOKOGAWA ♦ Co-innovating tomorrow™

Process Analyzer Systems Integration & Service

Solutions for gas and liquid measurements to support product refinement, process efficiency, and safety

- Analyzer & CEMS Shelters
- CEMS Integration
- Subpart Ja Compliant Systems
- Process Analytics
- 3rd Party Equipment Integration
- Engineering, Consulting, and Fabrication Services

Recognized globally for execution excellence in process analytics and CEMS, Yokogawa has successfully delivered thousands of systems, including the world’s largest petrochemical project.

www.yokogawa.com/us

---

RANGER ANALYTICS

CEMS Systems Fenceline Monitors
Process Analyzers Sample Systems
In-house/Field Service System Integration

Ph. 281-261-0902 info@rangeranalytics.com

www.rangeranalytics.com

Space Available!
Contact: court.sullivan@us.yokogawa.com